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Interactive Seminar „ Languages´ learning tricks and methods. 

Efficient studying of languages.“ 

 

You will learn to analyse your current language learning process and find effective 

methods to achieve more quickly personal goals studying a new language.  

Through the seminar the solutions will be found to the most popular issues:  

* why the results of learning are not balanced with the studying process; 

* how to keep the motivation of learning;  

* why it is important to notice every success that we make;  

* how to achieve the desired results;  

* how to feel comfortable and confident in the 'real' language environment. 

  

Seminar will be held with interactive methods - individual analyses, group brainstorms and 

discussions. 

As a result of this training you will be able to assess the process of your own language 

learning and make it more enjoyable and easier.  
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Additional information: 

*Seminar lasts about 4 academical hours with a pause about 20 minutes. Additional 

snacks or drinks is needed to keep on the seminar´ active thinking environment. 

 

*The main topics of the Seminar are:  

 1. Purpose of the studying languages. Individual purposes. WHY we study? 

2. Languages´ studying environment. The tools of languages´ studying. WHAT we need 

for studying?  

3. The methods of studying. HOW we study? 

4. Difficulties and setbacks. WHY we feel like „losing the battle“? 

5. Motivation and the steps forward. HOW to be motivated? 

 

 

This seminar is created by Mrs Siivi Jõgi (ESTONIA) in 2017 and since then is very popular in 

Estonia - amongst the enterpreneurs or personally addicted learners. 

 

The trainer Siivi Jõgi herself has the experience of learning 7 languages and her wish is to 

help ohter languages´ learners more efficiently achieve the goals of studying a foreign 

language. 

 

Contact: Mob 00 372 529 8974 (Estonia)  Email: siivi@avamaailm.com 
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